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A renasive task in many srudies of two rhase problems i, that of rnea,uring the diamcrer of 
tran,rarent liquid droplets. This can he done with good accuraq if hacklighting rs rossihle. But 
circumstances oflen preclude hacklighting When. for example. dropler 1111111,1115 are to he 
studied. one must illuminate the drop strohoscopically from the side (or at an an!!le) with the 
hackground kept hlack. In such ca,e<, the droplet outline often cannot he seen. Onl} two hnght 
,pots appear on the equator. "-here the drop should he on a photograph 

Con,;ider figure I which ,hows light impinging on the equatorial plane of a droplet at an 
angle 8 off the normal lo the camera axis. Two additional angle, rr ,ind /3 are 1den111ied on the 
sketch Our a,m is to determine where the rwo spots are localed relarive to the unknown our line 
of lhe drop. 

We see immediately thar 

a = /3 + 8/2 - rr/4. 

Furthermore Snell's law !ells us 1ha1 

11 sin /3 = sin (1r/2 + a - 81 
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Thi\ ~ork "-3~ surponcd hr chc Un11cd Enernccrma Founda1i,1n as part of a 1.ugcr ~1ud1 11f droplc1 cjc.rion d1nam1e< 
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Fii:urc 2 D1.,mc1er <lf,. ,ur Jr,,ple1, c,une \J. and lo,.111<ln ,,r 1herr ,cntcr\ !lune Bl. a, a func1ion of the 
'l'J• '"!! ~t,.een 1,1>-..·ncd l>nght ,poh and the ani:le nf illumination 

where II is Jhe index of refraction (nfl2o I 33). Eliminating f3 from 11) and (2) we obtain. 

I ens 8 - 11 sin (rr/4- 8/21 an a = ----:--,-:--:=--,-- --
11 cos (rr/4- 8/2)- sin 8 

so we can compute a, given n. 
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No"' the true diameter of the droplet, D. can be obtained from a measured \ alue of (d
1 
+ d

2
) 

since we'know that: 

[4al 
and 

D 
d2 = 

2 
cos (a - 8). [4b) 

The true position can also be obtained from an eccentricity, E: 

{5) 

although E is normally quite small. 

The dimensionless diameter of the droplet. D1/d, ➔ d2) and the d1men,innless eccentricity, 
E/(d, + d2) are plotted tn figure 2. To obtain actual values of D and E one must merely measure 

the distance between center, of the two spots that appear in a photograph and mullipl} this 
distance h> either of the t\\-o precedmg ratios. 

To demonstrate the validity of the method we photographed a jet of water against a black 
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background with light directed against it at various angles. The di\tance (d1 , dJ was measured 
between the centers of the resulting illuminated stripes down the jet. Enough background light 
could be tolerated in the steady jet configuration to provide faint illumination of the outside 
profile a~ well. Thus observations of (d1 + d2) and D were provided for compari,on with the 
calculations in figure 2. 

These data verify the calculations of D/(d1 + d2) within their probable error, which i5 

indicated in the figure . The error arises both from measuring the photographs and from 
positioning the light. Since E is on the order of magnitude of the error we have not .tried to 
measure it. 
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